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l�put file formats for different kinds of data are discussed in this chapter. In
addition, the use of in-memory data editing options is explained. Note that there is no 
limit on the amount of molecular sequence or distance matrix data that can be analyzed 
in MEGA; the size of data set is constrained only by the computer memory available. 

2.1 MEGA Format 

Either sequence data or distance data can be entered in MEGA as ASCII-text 
files. These data must be organized in a format specific to MEGA. These input file 
for1nats are consistent and flexible, and they include options for writing extensive 
comments in the data file. 

2.1.1 Key Words 

Every data file must contain the key words #MEGA and TITLE. These key 
words can be written in any combination of lower- and upper-case letters. 

#MEGA This key word indicates that the data file is prepared for analysis using 
MEGA. It must be present on the very first line in the data file. 

TITLE The word TITLE must be written on the second line. It may be followed 
by some description of data on the same line. This description is written in 
all the output files containing results. If the specified description exceeds 
128 characters in length, the additional characters are ignored. 

After the MEGA format identifier (#MEGA) and the title (fll1LE), the data 
should follow. Comments may be written on one or more lines right after the TI'l'LE 
line and before the data (see examples in sections 2.2 and 2.3). 
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